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El Croquis 195: Carmody Groarke (2009-2018) Mortal Bodies

Log 43: Summer 2018

El Croquis El Escorial 2018
ISBN 9788494775444
$ 78.05* -- Idea Code 18375

Anyone Corporation New York 2018
ISBN 9780999237311
$ 20.55* -- Idea Code 18436

Founded in 2006 by Kevin Carmody and Andy Groarke, Carmody Groarke has developed a
reputation for working internationally on a wide range of arts, cultural, heritage, and residential
projects. This instalment offers an overview of the London-based practice’s work from 2009 until the
present, and includes an interview with the architects and David Chipperfield. More than 20 projects
of all scales are profiled, from the Regent’s Place Pavilion, West Sussex Gallery, and an artist
studio in Hoxton, to an extension at the Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester and the
British Film Institute Southbank. An essay by architecture critic Ellis Woodman rounds out the issue.
254 p, ills colour & bw, 25 x 34 cm, pb, Spanish/English
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author: Cynthia Davidson Ed.
A special section guest edited by architectural designer and educator Cameron Wu responds to the
many geometries seen in contemporary forms. How do we reanimate geometry as a design
protagonist rather than a mere design enabler or incidental outcome? The responses from architects
include Peter Carl’s interest in rhythm, Iman Fayyad’s perspectival anomalies, Patrik
Schumacher’s advocation of tectonism, George L. Legendre’s form haiku, and Andrew Witt’s
concept of “grayboxing”. Additionally, Wu offers geometric analyses of five recent buildings, while
Olafur Eliasson, Preston Scott Cohen, and Henry N. Cobb talk about their advanced uses of
geometry.
128 p, ills colour & bw, 17 x 24 cm, pb, English
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Archives 3: Architecten De Vylder Vinck Taillieu

Volume 53: Civic Space

C2c Barcelona 2018
ISBN 9788494767821
$ 33.40* -- Idea Code 18397

Archis Amsterdam 2018
ISBN 9789077966631
$ 25.25* -- Idea Code 18418

In featuring the Flemish practice of Jan De Vylder, Inge Vinck, and Jo Taillieu, this edition of
‘Archives’ provides an opportunity to highlight the importance of context and drawing. Context is a
concept which appears constantly in their conversations and writings, one that the architects explain
is not as limiting a term as many might think. The drawings herein offer precise analyses of the
projects the office has undertaken, represented in different forms, through various mediums, layered
drawings and paperwork. It is an example of how their work is continually developing, how its
optimistic and collaborative nature combines three ways of thinking that have resulted in a well-oiled
machine.

If public space is in retreat, under pressure from decades of neoliberal policies, how is shared space
evolving? Civic space becomes activated according to time, in a synaptic negotiation between a
variety of actors that include people, administrations, and technology. In this instalment a variety of
authors investigate these physical and virtual spaces, as well as the kinds of agency used to
negotiate them, through the lenses of institutions and the public. Designed by Irma Boom Office, it
offers contributions by Andrés Jaque, Martin Roemers, Mitra Azar, Domenico Di Siena, Amelyn Ng,
Ben Cerveny, Aiwen Yin, Danilo Capasso, Indy Johar, and others.
72 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 33 cm, pb, English

336 p, ills colour & bw, 16 x 24 cm, pb, Spanish/English
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GA Houses 159: Alberto Kalach Ryue Nishizawa Bgp Arquitectura

Villages And Towns 6: Alps

Ada Edita Global Architecture Tokyo 2018
ISBN 9784871402118
$ 36.15* -- Idea Code 18406

Ada Edita Global Architecture Tokyo 2018
ISBN 9784871404594
$ 48.25* -- Idea Code 18407

Mexican architects feature prominently in this issue of ‘GA Houses’, with four contemporary tropical
residences designed by Alberto Kalach and one by Bernardo Gómez-Pimienta (bgp arquitectura). In
addition, Yoshio Futagawa photographed two residences by Ogrydziak Prillinger Architects (Luke
Ogrydziak and Zoë Prillinger), a practice based in San Francisco, which challenge that city’s strict
preservation rules with dynamically angled interiors. Also featured is their “Shapeshifter”, a futuristic
villa in Reno, Nevada. Rounding out the issue, Japanese architects Ryue Nishizawa, Taketo
Shimohigoshi, and Kozo Kadowaki each contribute three efficient houses.

The focus of the sixth instalment in the ‘Villages and Towns’ series is the highly diverse,
mountainous region of Europe known generally as the Alps. Stretching across multiple nations,
including the entirety of Switzerland, the area has a long history of settlement and has witnessed
various approaches to living and building. The Alpine region is thus a mosaic, dotted with different
settlements at various formative stages, and the contrast and blend between French and German
cultures creates a place where two worlds coexist in a discontinuous manner. Through
contemporary and historical photographs, this issue explores traditional wood and stone architecture
typologies of the Alps.

160 p, ills colour & bw, 23 x 30 cm, pb, Japanese/English
144 p, ills colour & bw, 23 x 30 cm, pb, Japanese/English
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AV Proyectos 087: Dossier E2a

Quaderns 270: Europa Europa

Avisa Madrid 2018
ISBN 1697493X
$ 14.70* -- Idea Code 18421

Col.d'arquitectes De Catalunya Barcelona 2018
ISBN 9788434313736
$ 34.80* -- Idea Code 18400

The 'Dossier' is devoted to E2A, the Zurich-based studio directed by brothers Piet and Wim Eckert.
Their architecture, of pure geometries and even rhythms, seeks offering answers to real problems
and also proposes ideal abstract models. The next section covers the design and construction
process of the chapel by Norman Foster for the pavilion of the Holy See at the Venice Architecture
Biennale. The ‘construction’ chapter focuses this time on brick, used both for envelopes and for
claddings and finishes, through a selection of nine projects that show the material’s adaptability to
different forms and levels of permeability.

In its new format, each issue of ‘Quaderns’ is supervised by an assigned team of directors. Moisés
Puente, architect and curator of the seminars ‘Europa Europa’ and ‘Absolutamente moder(rr)nos’,
held at the Architects’ Association of Catalonia (COAC), is this edition’s guest editor. He stresses
that we are facing a new cultural paradigm, where “images are much more powerful and influential
than words, and architecture seems to have stopped being read as text and is now put forward as
image.” The issue features projects and contributions by Philip Ursprung, Atelier Kempe Thill,
Guillermo Santomà, Bruther, Harquitectes, Thomas Raynaud, Bas Princen, and more.

80 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 30 cm, pb, Spanish/English

148 p, ills colour & bw, 19 x 26 cm, pb, English
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Ijsselmeer A Spatial Perspective

Seven Automatic Architectures And Other Exercises

Uitgeverij Vantilt Nijmegen 2017
ISBN 9789460043376
$ 38.15* -- Idea Code 18362

Corraini Edizioni Mantova 2018
ISBN 9788875707149
$ 34.80* -- Idea Code 18382

author: Frits Palmboom

author: Atelier Blumer

The IJsselmeer is the Netherlands' inland sea: a vast expanse of water with many facets and a
turbulent history, largely concealed by tall dykes. Until the Enclosure Dam was built, it was an open
inlet of the sea, with tidal movements, salt water and fresh water, and occasional catastrophic
floods. In the twentieth century the IJsselmeer was the scene of a heroic land reclamation project:
the creation of the IJsselmeer polders, initially for agriculture but later also for urban development,
nature development, and recreation. This book looks at the area from various angles:
geomorphology, history, planning, and the economy.

The exhibition ‘Seven Automatic Architectures’ by Atelier Blumer inaugurates a new exhibition
structure designed by Swiss architect Mario Botta: the Theatre of Architecture, built in Mendrisio as
a research tool in close dialogue with the Academy of Architecture. The exhibition is for all practical
purposes a test of this new facility, and focuses on the concept of dialogue – interference between
multiple disciplines that are not usually seen in a direct relation with the architectural work. The socalled “automatic machines” conceived and exhibited by students of Riccardo Blumer are based on
the use of the body as an integral part of the architecture, which in turn determines transformations.

366 p, ills colour & bw, 22 x 24 cm, pb, English

108 p, ills colour & bw, 14 x 22 cm, pb, Italian/English
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GA Document 147 International 2018

Frank Lloyd Wright Between Usa And Italy

Ada Edita Global Architecture Tokyo 2018
ISBN 9784871402422
$ 40.70* -- Idea Code 18385

Corraini Edizioni Mantova 2018
ISBN 9788875707170
$ 31.30* -- Idea Code 18381

GA Document presents the finest in international design, focusing on architecture that expresses
our time and striving to record the history of contemporary architecture. International scholars and
critics provide insightful texts to further inform the reader of the most up-to-date ideas and events in
the profession. In this issue international projects for 2018 by, amongst others, Aires Mateus, Junya
Ishigami, MAD Architects, MVRDV, SANAA, Shigeru Ban, selgascano, and many more.
214 p, ills colour & bw, 26 x 30 cm, pb, Japanese/English
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author: Jennifer Gray
Curated by Jennifer Gray, the exhibition ‘Frank Lloyd Wright Between USA and Italy’ at Turin’s
Pinacoteca Agnelli is devoted to the drawings and designs of the famous American architect. Wright
first visited Italy in 1910; there he would elaborate the ideals of a democratic architecture, closely
connected to nature, that inspired his work and that of many Italian architects. In 1935 Edoardo
Persico’s thoughts on Wright precipitated a decades-long engagement with the theory of organic
architecture and its implications for Italian culture. This exhibition catalogue details the relationship
between Wright and Italy, from prairie houses and skyscrapers to public projects.
144 p, ills colour & bw, 15 x 20 cm, pb, Italian/English
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Arquitectura Viva 206: Animal Homes
Avisa Madrid 2018
ISBN 02141256
$ 23.55* -- Idea Code 18422
Addressing the needs of animals is a functionalist challenge but also a good opportunity to shed
prejudices and explore forms and materials. This is well demonstrated in the ten examples selected
for this issue: the new Paris Zoological Park, by Bernard Tschumi; the enlargement and new aviary
of Antwerp Zoo, by Studio Farris; the habitat for orangutans in Barcelona Zoo, by Forgas
Arquitectes; the lemur exhibit in Melbourne Zoo, by OLA architecture; the equestrian ranch in the
Mexican city of Puebla, by Manuel Cervantes; the urban beehive in Olso, by Snøhetta, and others.
80 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 30 cm, pb, Spanish/English
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